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Charrenging Chef-Brack Archemy!
Defending Chef-Wintelhawrk!

Weapon of choice-Same Base picture/pictures

Judges-Billy, Jr. McDeath, BikerBot

Theme Ingledient-Hot Blond chick with hands on hips!

Results:
Winterhawk
Sue Storm by Winterhawk
Sue Storm Animated by Winterhawk

Black Alchemy
Jesse Quick
Lady Pendragon

(If Winterhawk is allowed two, then Black Alchemy should be allowed two, as well.)

Allow me to judge first...

First of all, there were basically no stipulations for this Challenge, so judging should be base soley on
technical quality and over all cleanliness.  I think we might add a sub-category of overall
seamlessness, but I think that won't matter.

Gentlemen, this one is truly tough.

Technical quality:
BA's Jesse is absolutely superb, I love the smoothness of the highlights and shading, and the
wrinkles, especially under the gloves, out standing!
Winterhawk's Static Sue does get points for the shading under her breasts, but I have a problem with
the edges of her uniform, especially on her left thigh.
BA's Lady Pendragon suffers from shadow seperation anxiety, I feel that armor should have more
"depth".
Winterhawk's Animated Sue is, well, animated, so he gets big points for that.

Winner-tie!

Overall cleanliness:
BA's Jesse is the cleanest of the lot, hands down.  The gloves, the arms of the suit, even the wrinkle
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shadow under her left armpit-superb!
Winterhawk's Static Sue has some edge issues.
BA's Lady Pendragon-again, attention to detail makes this the winner.  The buckles, the necklace,
the sword-excellent!
Winterhawk's Animated Sue is kind of pixelated-I know this is an inherent problem with .gifs, but you
chose to animate, you must pay the piper.

Winner-Black Alchemy!

overall seamlessness:
For this sub-category, I am going to focus on her hair, specifically the one strand on the right side of
her face.  hair seems to be the most difficult thing to get right.

BA's Jesse-although there is not much there, I think he got the job done.
Winterhawk's Static Sue-it's very hard to tell, since she is a little smaller, but notice htat he left the
enitre strand in.
BA's Lady Pendragon-Not applicable.
Winterhawk's Animated Sue-Again, pixelated.

Winner-Black Alchemy!

So, by a slight margin, I will have to say

Winner-Charrenging Chef-Brack Archemy!

Would the other two judges ring in please.

BikerBot
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